MANUFACTURING LICENSE AND SALES & SERVICE
REPRESENTATION WITH KANAWHA SCALES & SYSTEMS
QUARRY MINING LLC (QM) has joined hands with KANAWHA Scales & Systems, Inc. USA (KSS) to introduce their range of products in the
United Arab Emirates.
KANAWHA Scales & Systems, Inc. USA (KSS) is a leader in the Weighing and Automation
Industry in the United States and worldwide. Their major product offering worldwide for
the Bulk Handling sector include Batch Weigh Train & Truck loadouts, Scale Data Collections
systems, and custom automation solutions.

KSS has implemented over 250 loadout installations in 11 countries on 5 continents!!
Kanawha Scales & Systems has the right loadout configuration for your application. KSS designs your entire loadout from the ground up,
engineered to meet your specific needs. Whether your product is coal, iron ore, manganese, salt, phosphate, petroleum coke, aggregate, or
other bulk commodities, the components of the loadout are configured to the requirements of your application. KSS application specialists
choose the correct type of control gates and shapes of bins to size the loadout system for the desired loading throughput. The loadout and
associated control systems are supported remotely throughout the life of the loadout.
KSS offers various software solutions for collecting scale transactions, either through custom solutions to meet the client›s specifications
or one of their standard software products or even a cloud-based solution if that is what you are looking for. KSS has a solution to meet
all your data collection requirements.

Local Manufacturing
American technology made in UAE with German expertise!!
QM shall carry out fabrication of items and assembly with KSS guidance and assistance at its facility in Khor Khwair, Ras AL Khaimah for all
supply in U.A.E. Installation and maintenance by QM shall also be offered to interested clients in the United Arab Emirates.

To a promising partnership ....
The partnership comes at a time when the region is implementing Etihad Rail project that requires a number of bulk material handling
solutions such as Train Loadouts and Truck Loadouts. KSS, being a pioneer in the weighing and automation industry and QM, being a homegrown design and manufacturer of bulk handling systems and mineral processing plants, together, are uniquely positioned to offer these
state of art solutions in the region.
Quarry Mining LLC (QM) provides engineering, design and fabrication services for the building of industrial structures-such as mineralprocessing plants, seaport bulk-handling systems, and environmental technologies in its native United Arab Emirates (UAE), and across
the wider Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. The firm also has experience in the integration of dedusting filter systems and is a
pioneer in the supply of downhill conveyor systems with power generation. All the company›s steel work is done in the UAE, supported by
its 150-strong workforce.

For more information, visit www.quarrymining.net
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